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1. Introduction and Report Overview

The following pages contain details on the production process of BAP170.2 Creative Project 1. It will 
attempt to describe and illustrate some of the processes undertaken within the three main areas of 
pre-production, production and post-production. 

The following are the main stages covered in this report - Writing/Composition, Early Arrangement, 
Recording, Editing, Final Arrangement, Mixing and Saturation/Mastering. 

The processes mentioned above are all quite broad and involved topics therefore I have chosen only to 
highlight key methods and events, expanding on their motives while critically assessing the degree of 
success these instances have had toward achieving the specific goal in mind.    

2. Objectives and Focus

As stated in the beginning of my Project Abstract, I wanted to produce an original EP which would put 
into practice newly acquired theoretical and conceptual knowledge. This would include; notation and 
compositional theories learnt in BAP110 and BAP140; sound and processing theories learnt in BAP100 
and BAP120; practical recording studio skills learnt in BAP180, BAP130 and BAP160; MIDI theory learnt 
in BAP150; and print and web design skills acquired in BCM110 and BCM130.

My original focus for this EP was to have a TLA-oriented production where most of the recording and 
mixing were to be performed on the console, but a quick reassessment was made halfway through the 
trimester where a change of focus to a home-studio based production became the more realistic option 
due to two major unforeseeable issues:

•  first, was my inability to properly estimate the time it would take me to write three 
compositions from scratch

•  second, was the scarcity of booking availability for the TLA console due to both the degree 
and diploma students sharing the one studio space

This meant that I could only realistically perform a proper recording of the vocals and the acoustic 
guitar. The electric and the bass guitar became a compromise in that I’ve had to record them through 
my audio interface as oppose to capturing the sound of actual amplifiers. Amp simulation in Logic 9 
would then be applied to these audio files in order to create an appropriate tone which suited each 
performance. I would later discover in the process however, that this became quite advantageous.

Drums, which are usually the most complex to record, I’ve had to completely forego and will 
endeavour to properly track during the holidays in my own spare time. The challenge then became to 
be able to simulate realistic drum sounds utilising drum samples and loops. In short, the old adage of 
‘fake it till you make it’ became an appropriate theme for this part of the project.
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3. Production Overview

As stated above I wanted to explore five main instruments as my main core ingredients for this EP. 
String synths and other sounds became natural inclusions as I progressed further into the arrangement 
and mixing stages. Musician credits are as follows:

• Jake Donohue - acoustic & electric guitar

• Maxwell VanStee - electric bass guitar 

• Francesca Sonand - female vocals

• Michael Mission - male vocals

Composition took three times longer than what I had anticipated. I had originally estimated that most 
of the song structures would be locked in by at the very least end of week 6, but in fact I did not have 
solid material until week 8. Writing lyrics also became a lengthy process which I did not expect. 

Editing and arranging also took longer than expected due to multiple parts for each instrument, e.g. 
both the male and female choral parts in Messy Red contained four part harmonies each, which is a 
total of 8 tracks for the choral section (Fig 1). 

Mixing was all done ‘in the box’ using Logic Pro 9 and an ‘attempt’ at saturation/mastering (which I 
haven’t formally covered as of yet) were performed using the saturation capabilities of Reason 5 and its 
saturation/distortion unit called Scream. List of DAWs are listed as follows:

• Logic Pro 9 - composition, arrangement, editing and mixing

• Reason 5 - ReWired instruments into Logic, saturation/mastering

• Pro Tools 9 - recording and editing
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4. Final Output Summary

The final submission demonstrates how the final product would be packaged and presented in a real 
world scenario to prospective clients. Details are as follows:

• an audio CD containing three 16-bit AIFF tracks

• artwork and design for CD cover and CD hard sleeve

• band calling card with contact details such as email, website and mobile

The final piece which is a very simple yet elegant black and white design, not only suggest credibility 
but also keep printing cost very low, meaning there can be more copies in circulation.    

5. EP & Songs Overview

The EP is influenced by the progressive rock sounds of bands such as Radiohead, TV On The Radio, Muse, 
Bon Iver, Gotye, to name just a few. It aims for a more musical discerning listener but attempts to keep 
some pop idiom sensibilities so as not to totally alienate. Brief summaries and compositional details 
for each track in order of title, key signature, tempo, meter and duration are as follows:

i.  Love Duet | Ebm | 130bpm | 4/4 | 4:00

• a lyrically delicate love song with a contrasting backdrop of Latin influenced rhythm/beat

• roughly in ternary form with extended codas at the end of each B passage, a bridge section 
and a first section variation (modulation to major key) as a conclusion - ABcABcCA’

• use of lyrical mirroring (Fig 2 & 3) where similar lyrics are sung in the next section but from a 
different vantage point, something akin to a responsorial type idea - say in concerto form    
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(Fig 2) female vocal lyrics in the form of a question



ii. Big Blue Balloon | Bbm | 152bpm | 8/4 | 3:47

• a lighter more indie-type inspired song, taking guitar-work influences from Radiohead’s 
Weird Fishes/Arpeggi (Radiohead (ed.) 2007) and mimicking the dry clap samples from 
Radiohead’s Lotus Flower (Radiohead (ed.) 2011)

• in binary form ABAB, using a diminished chord to really contrast the two sections (Fig 4)

• very simple two chord progression for the entire song with a melody change for the outro

iii. Messy Red | Ab | 86bpm | 2/4T | 4:48

• a rock ballad piece with four-part choral harmonies and softer lead vocals

• meter of 2/4 with drums in 16th triplets

• heartfelt and melancholy, with a particular focus on guitar voicing

• modulates between the tonic scale of Ab in the main verse sections of the song (Fig 5) and the 
fourth scale degree Db in the chorus sections (Fig 6)
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(Fig 3) male vocal lyrics in the form of a response

(Fig 4) introduction of Adim in bar 26 chord for maximum contrast

(Fig 5) verse chord progression



6. Pre-Production

The following section details the beginning stages of composition and arrangement and highlight a 
few specific methods in an attempt to get the ‘creative juices flowing’. The main tool used was Logic 9 
which seems to be the more intuitive DAW for sketching out song ideas (in comparison to Pro Tools). I 
find that the arrange window is intuitively designed so that anyone can enter chord progressions with 
ease, record melodic ideas quickly and begin compositing ideas for the different sections of a song. 
There are also numerous key commands to perform important repetitive functions such as copy, cut, 
paste, mute, solo and loop.

i.Writing/Composition

One of the main techniques I used to begin this process was to have reference tracks embedded within 
each individual Logic sessions. I had a vague idea of what I wanted the EP to sound like both in terms of 
style and sonic quality. Therefore I selected at least three songs from records that inspire me and placed 
them as the first three tracks in the arrange window. E.g. track 1 - Radiohead’s Nude (Radiohead (ed.) 
2007); track 2 - Bon Iver’s Perth (Bon Iver (ed.) 2011); and track 3 - Gotye’s Heart’s a Mess (Gotye (ed.) 
2007) were my sources of inspiration for the song Messy Red (Fig 7). 
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(Fig 6) chorus chord progression

(Fig 7) reference tracks on top of arrange window



However, before jumping straight into Logic, I had a brief brain-storming session on good old- 
fashioned pen and paper  to jot down ideas in free form, whilst cycling through the three reference 
tracks, listening out for melody lines, chord progressions, instrumentation, vocal stylisations, etc (Fig 8). 
This helped me gather ideas and begin forming the general direction for that particular track.

ii. Early Arrangement

One method which I found useful whilst writing at this early stage was to compose small sections and 
string them together in different ways. A useful function in Logic was the ‘Swap Left and Right Locator’ 
command which allowed for the playhead to skip a section of the arrangement to see wether a 
particular progression was suitable or not (Fig 9).  

This method of muting certain sections and regions will come up in my discussion with my project 
advisor, Dave Turner and became a useful and insightful technique in the process of finalising the 
arrangements for each song.
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(Fig 8) pre-production brainstorming example

(Fig 9) example of ‘Swap Left and Right Locator’ function as indicated by green zebra striped section



7. Production

The following section contain details pertaining to recording sessions. All of the guitar and bass parts 
were tracked directly through my M-Audio interface into Logic but I somehow managed to record the 
main vocals through the TLA into Pro Tools. Again, my biggest concern was the time constraints I faced 
at this stage, having no available booking time to record complex drum parts for three songs I had to 
resort to simulating these sounds within Logic. 

i.  Home Studio Recordings

Having musicians come in and learn a new song and perform it to tape with the appropriate level of 
feeling and ownership can be very difficult to achieve, which makes preparation all the more crucial. 
There was one particular method which I had attempted earlier in the trimester for BAP160 with great 
success, which lent itself quite useful during these home recording session.

Utilising the marker lane under global tracks in Logic, I marked out every individual chord change to 
clearly indicate to my musicians a clear chord progression. Therefore, as they were performing a take 
on any given section they were able to correctly eyeball the chord changes in realtime as the playhead 
moved across the arrange window (Fig 10). This sped up the process of having them learn a new song 
and conversely made the recording phase run quite smoothly.

As mentioned before the electric guitar and bass guitar were patch directly into my interface while the 
acoustic guitar was recorded with a spaced pair of NT-2A’s (Fig 11). The natural reverb of my bedroom 
worked well with the acoustic tones of the guitar but did not sound so good with my female vocalist. I 
wanted full control over the reverb processing during mix-down. Therefore I had to come up with a 
way to capture her voice in a much drier setting. 

My solution was to position her in one of the corners of the room, where the ceiling was quite low and 
surrounded her with thick materials such as blankets, jackets and towels to deaden the space around 
the sound source’s immediate proximity. An NT-2A mic was used for this recording and it was set to 
cardioid with the null side facing the open room for maximum rejection of any reflections (Fig 12).
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(Fig 10) chord changes on a marker lane with different sections shaded in different colours



As ridiculous as the vocal setup would have seemed, the vocals came out nice and smooth and I was 
satisfied with the overall quality of the recorded audio. The only downside was the comfort level of the 
singer. We had to take several breaks to get some fresh air and refocus her energy as the setup became, 
quite understandably, claustrophobic after a while.  

ii. Main Vocal Recording Session - TLA

I was fortunate enough to find time to record vocals in the TLA, but it was not without its issues. Again 
preparation was paramount, as I only had three hours to record three songs with multiple harmonic 
parts. In the past I would struggle to record even just the one song in three hours, so I knew that this 
session could easily fall apart if not attended to properly. The most obvious hurdle was how to 
communicate to my engineer at which point in the song I wanted to lay down some vocal takes, 
without having to run into the studio to setup the appropriate selection and back again into the booth 
for the recording. This scenario would not only mean that precious time would be wasted but would 
also compromise the quality of my performance due to distractions with running back and forth.

My solution was to set up accurate and detailed selection markers before the tracking date and have a 
detailed hard copy as reference in the vocal booth, which would mean that I could quickly and 
efficiently communicate with my engineer to accurately setup the next section for a pass (Fig 13).
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(Fig 11) spaced pair of NT-2A’s for the acoustic recording (Fig 12) makeshift vocal booth

(Fig 13) example of detailed selection 
markers for Messy Red session file



Even with what I thought was enough preparation, I still faced several issues during the session.

• a very loud live sound tutorial was on at the same time in rec area 1 where spill from their 
monitors were making it into the control room and into the mic in the vocal booth

• a recording tute was also on at the same in the adjoining Toft recording area, with spills 
from drums and percussions being picked up by the mic

• heavy thunderstorms were on for the most part of the afternoon and the sound of loud 
thunder was audible within the confines of the rec spaces

• an attempt to baffle up a corner of the vocal booth was made to help block out external 
noises, but it was not successful (Fig 14)  

• the Neumann TLM 103’s (Fig 15) were not really suited for close proximity vocal recordings as 
it exhibited high levels of the proximity effect

This quickly became a frustrating scenario with most of the recorded audio exhibiting some form of 
noise. Vocal parts that were sung intimately into the mic were very boomy and had to be severely EQ’d 
during mix-down. Noise from both tutorials are embedded in most of the audio files and I would resort 
to effect plug-ins later on in the mix to cover up some of these flaws (incredibly, even thunder made it 
in some of the recordings!). 

In hindsight I should have played back the first few takes of each song to assess its quality before 
committing the rest of the passes. In the end I had to settle with what I had on tape, as I was really 
pressed for time at this stage and realistically could not make-up this session.
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(Fig 14) attempt to block out all the spill from the other rec areas

(Fig 15) Neumann TLM103 - not so ideal for vocals



8. Post-Production

The following section contain a brief overview of a few of the techniques used for editing, arranging, 
mixing and mastering. Most of the bass and guitar amp sound design and the drum sound design 
occurred during these stages. A surprise benefit from this particular setup which became apparent 
more notably during the mixing stages was the ability to really tweak a particular sound. It was 
extremely easy to go back into the plugin and modify parameters until I achieved what I thought to be 
the most appropriate timbre for that particular instrument. So in this regard it was quite advantageous 
not to have a pre-recorded amp sound or a specific drum recording. The creative aspect of this process, 
for me, then became how well I was able to appropriate the capabilities of a particular plug-in in order 
to arrive at a sound that was technically well rounded and relevant to the project’s sonic direction.

i.  Editing

The main plug-in used for editing was Melodyne. I found it to be much more superior in its capabilities 
and algorithms than its counterparts in Pro Tools (Elastic Audio) and Logic (Flex Audio).

One particular trouble spot were the phrasing of the choral section in Messy Red. It was inconsistent, 
disjointed and very disconnected. My solution was to place each harmonic part on a different track in 
Pro Tools with Melodyne inserted on each track (Fig 16). I then edited one of the parts to be the ‘groove 
master’, paying close attention to any swung notes or stretched out phrases and had all other parts fall 
in line and sync up with that particular track.
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(Fig 16) Melodyne in action



Later on in the mix however, I realised that although the vocals were now accurate to the grid, the 
groove of the performance was lost. The vocals sounded like they were coming in a hair too early for 
the natural swing of the track. Shifting the vocal regions ten ticks or so behind the upbeat made it sit 
much better in the groove (Fig 17). 

The guitar and bass work were edited similarly but with less attention to quantisation as I wanted to 
retain the natural groove and slight natural imperfections embedded in the musician’s performances. 
These files were edited in Logic using the quick swipe comping features of the program (Fig 18). 
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(Fig 18) quick swipe comping in Logic

(Fig 17) shifting samples approximately 10 ticks 



ii. Final Arrangements

It was at this point that I had a consultation with 
my project advisor David Turner (Fig 19). I presented 
him with two tracks Love Duet and Messy Red with 
all the raw elements present. His main advise was 
to start taking away some of the elements from the 
mix to see wether it would give the composition 
better definition and impact. If an element doesn’t 
serve a clear and defining purpose, be it a vocal 
passage, a harmony line, a melody line or even a 
whole section, then it’s best to get rid of it to allow 
for another element to come through into focus. He 
understood the difficulty in letting go of certain 
elements once emotionally invested in a project.

His advise was invaluable in my efforts to finalise 
the arrangements of my songs, empowering me to 
mute regions, delete unnecessary parts and cut out 
whole chunks of passages that muddied up the 
concept and overall sound of each track (Fig 20).  
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(Fig 19) Project Advisor meeting form

(Fig 20) muting regions and cutting sections out during final arrangements



iii. Mixing

An acoustic sound for the drum elements were envisaged for this project. Using the EXS24 in Logic 
with the drum kit preset of Indie Kit Live, I developed and arranged realistic sounding drum 
progressions by paying careful attention to the velocity ranges of each sample and carefully triggering 
specific zones for specific hits via MIDI. By separating group outputs into their own aux channels for 
individual processing, it allowed for greater control over how each element was to be processed 
dynamically and how much to send to varying effect units. I was then able to extend this concept and 
setup parallel compression and sound doubling for some of the individual drum instruments (Fig 21).

In some instances, to really thicken up the drums, I would use Apple Loops as a support for the current 
drum pattern, filtering out specific frequencies that I didn’t want (Fig 22). In this way, I was not simply 
layering pre-existing loops on top of one another, but rather re-appropriating them for my purposes. 
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(Fig 21) EXS24 multi-out instrument, drum subbing (bus 1) and drum distortion doubling (bus 2)



One of the more interesting methods I experimented with during the mix-down process was to 
simulate miking up a guitar amp with two contrasting microphones for a blended sound. I duplicated 
an electric guitar track and instantiated Amp Designer on both tracks. I set the general tone settings of 
both plug-ins in identical fashion but used different mic types and different mic placements with 
contrasting EQ settings to mimic the scenario of a multi-mic’d amp (Fig 23 & 24). I had real success with 
this technique as it made for a fatter and much more rounded electric guitar tone than just having the 
one audio instance of the instrument.  
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(Fig 22) use of (blue) Apple loop with low frequencies filtered out, retaining high frequency information

(Fig 23) first instance of Amp Designer with a condenser mic on axis to the cone



In an attempt to produce a cohesive mix, I dedicated individual effect units their own aux return 
channels to have considerable control over each discrete send amount for each track (Fig 25). This also 
meant that I can start customising the effects’ own EQ, compression, etc. 
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(Fig 24) second instance of Amp Designer with a dynamic mic off axis to the cone

(Fig 25) use of send aux returns



Mixing most of the lead vocals became quite tedious as the recordings I had needed a lot of work. For 
the most part, I found myself applying heavy processing on the track  to make it gel with the rest of the 
instrumentation (Fig 26). To help clear out space for the vocals amidst a complex arrangement, I would 
inserted compressors on the louder instruments, e.g. the electric guitar, and key it with the vocals. I’d 
set the ratio fairly low, set for a quick attack and slow release and a moderately high knee setting for a 
smooth attenuation in volume every time the vocals are present in the mix (Fig 27). 

iv. SAturation/Mastering

Reason 5 was one of the very first DAWs that I started playing around with and I’d often use one of its 
saturation/distortion units called Scream. It has a tape compression setting that I think sounds great 
and I thought it’d be beneficial for my mix to undergo some saturation processing since almost all of it 
(except for lead vocals) were recorded or generated digitally with no form of saturation. 

Since there is no way of playing back audio directly in Reason, I had to load a bounced file of the mix 
into an NN-XT sampler to be triggered via MIDI (Fig 28). I’d then set up the tempo and meter parameters 
correctly to accurately set the length of the MIDI note trigger. It was then a matter of instantiating a 
Combinator and loading it with a combination of the Scream unit and M-Class mastering plug-in and 
playing around with the settings (Fig 29). Each song were treated differently according to its own 
individual troublesome frequencies. 
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(Fig 26) heavy processing on lead vox (Fig 27) side-chain compression set-up of the electric guitar keyed from main vox
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(Fig 28) NN-XT setup with mixdown loaded as a zone

(Fig 29) M-Class mastering setup with Scream distortion unit for saturation



9. Critical Analysis

The following section lists certain details about the final product and certain aspects of the process that 
I was happy with. It also lists covers areas where I believe there is room for growth and improvement.

1. Know my limit. The biggest lesson learnt was to realise what I can achieve within a given amount of 
time, taking into consideration all other assessments, projects, personal responsibilities, etc. Writing a 
whole new EP from scratch with complex parts for guitars, drums, strings and chorals will realistically 
need more than the twelve weeks we had for this project, in order to produce at a high standard. 

2. Knowledge of Logic 9. Due to the intensive and involved nature of editing and mixing performed ‘in 
the box’, for this EP, I was able to learn vast amounts of information about Logic, a software I had zero 
experience with beforehand. In the space of several weeks I can confidently say that I have 
comfortably progressed to a level beyond beginner.   

3. Composition. The more I write and compose the more confident I feel about my final pieces. There is 
a natural tendency for me to experiment with chord progressions, chord structures, harmonies and 
melodies, but I feel that I’m slowly beginning to reign it in to a much more palatable level so that a 
larger portion of my listeners are able to enjoy and digest the final output.

4. EP Production. In terms of sonic quality, this is probably the best that I have done so far during my 
time here at SAE. My mixes are achieving a higher level of clarity and separation and I can definitely 
hear my progress. However, I still have quite a long way to go in terms of the concept of simplification. 
I still tend to overload a mix or a composition with ‘all’ of the new ideas that I am constantly absorbing. 
The real tough lesson to learn, I believe, is the art of ‘subtracting’ - stepping back and looking at the 
bigger picture, stripping back elements and exposing the basic heart and soul of a mix.

5. Mic research. The TLM103’s were completely the wrong choice for a vocal mic and if given the chance 
I would re-track the lead vocals again. Taking in a few mic options into the session and performing 
quick listens to the quality of each take is definitely becoming a part of my future workflow.  

6. Love Duet. I believe slowing down the tempo of this song would have its benefits. The phrasing of 
the vocals tend to sound rushed, as if trying to catch up with the pace of the song. The highlight of this 
track for me is the modulation to the major scale for the instrumental outro - seemingly appropriate 
for the celebration of love between two lovers.

7. Big Blue Balloon. I think that lessening the amount of reverb send on the main verse track would 
lessen the hollow sound that I seem to be hearing. The fade out could also be shortened for more 
impact. However, I’m pretty pleased with its overall composition.

8. Messy Red. Given the chance, I would jump at an opportunity to record an actual choir for this song. 
However, out of the three tracks on the EP, this seems to be the crowd favourite. Everyone who have 
had a listen to the EP (housemates, workmates, friends, listeners on soundcloud.com) have explicitly 
expressed their liking for the track. Therefore, I thought it apt to name the EP project after this track.
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10. Conclusion

Despite the ups and downs and the overwhelming stress I felt during the course of this production, I 
thoroughly enjoyed this experience. I have acquired vast amounts of information within such a short 
amount of time and I think that is the real gain from this whole project. To finish an original EP, with a 
certain level of compositional complexity, in twelve weeks I think is also a commendable feat to 
achieve and overall I’m quite pleased with the result of my efforts.   
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